
MMA Memo 199: Cost-Bene�t Analysis for theNumber of MMA Con�gurationsM.A. HoldawayNational Radio Astronomy Observatory949 N. Cherry Ave.Tucson, AZ 85721-0655email: mholdawa@nrao.eduFebruary 27, 1998AbstractWe perform a new sort of cost/scienti�c-bene�t analysis to determine the optimal num-ber of con�gurations the MMA should have. We trade the costs of building extra con�gura-tions, moving antennas among them, and lost observing time, against the loss of sensitivitywhich results from tapering when a speci�c image resolution di�erent from the natural res-olution of the array is required. With our assumptions, we �nd that the optimal number ofcon�gurations is between �ve and eight, depending upon what fraction of the time taperingis required. However, four con�gurations is fairly close to the optimum.1 IntroductionUp until now, we have assumed that the MMA, like the VLA, will have four di�erent majorcon�gurations, with minor modi�cations of these con�gurations to enhance observing to thefar north or far south. However, no justi�cation has been given for four con�gurations, ratherthan three or �ve or six. With between 32 and 100 antennas, it would be possible to do manyobservations with a single con�guration; however, to achieve high brightness sensitivity at lowresolution, one would have to taper the array rather dramatically. Obviously it is more e�cientto build multiple arrays which produced the desired resolutions. But what resolutions do theastronomers want? There will clearly be a wide distribution of resolutions, and we probablycannot settle on just a few required resolutions. If we build a wide variety of array con�gurationsto cater to everyone's desired resolution, we also su�er from ine�ciencies, as we will spend aninordinate amount of money to build the vast number of antenna pads and cabling, and willwaste an unfortunate amount of time moving the antennas among the con�gurations.This memo seeks to �nd that compromise between the few con�gurations (which requiremuch tapering) and the many con�gurations (which require much construction and moving)which will optimize the integrated sensitivity, and hence the scienti�c output, of the MMA.1



2 Cost-Bene�t ApproachThe cost-bene�t approach we take in addressing the issue of the number of con�gurationsrequired for the MMA assumes that we can trade o� the extra costs associated with con�g-urations (ie, pads, cables, antenna moving costs) for scienti�c bene�t in the form of usablesensitivity (ie, instead of buying con�guration, we buy more antennas).In order to proceed, we will need to know a very lot about the Millimeter Array and howit will be used. Table 1 lays out the symbols for each quantity, what the quantity is, and ourcurrent estimate for that quantity.3 Calculating the Observing E�ciency �o3.1 Array DesignWe assume that the array con�gurations are bounded by a most compact array with approxi-mately �lling factor fmin of 40%, and by a most extended array with maximum baselines bmaxof 104 m. Further, we assume that all con�gurations except the most compact are basicallyring arrays, and that the resolution of adjacent arrays are related by a resolution scale factorS. The maximum baseline of the compact array is given bybcompact = DaqNa=fmin: (1)However, because the average baseline is shorter in this array than in a ring array, this arraywill have the same resolution as a ring array about 70% as large. Then, S is related to thenumber of con�gurations Nc and bmax and bcompact byS = R1=(Nc�1); (2)or Nc = lnRlnS + 1; (3)where R is de�ned to be the ratio of the largest array and smallest array e�ective baselines,bmax=(0:7bcompact).3.2 Assumptions About Array UseWe need to assume the density of required resolutions for the MMA. To �rst order, we assumethat the required resolutions will be constant in logrithmic bins. Since the array con�gura-tions have been designed with a constant resolution scaling factor S, this implies that eachcon�guration will have the same proposal pressure. The VLA, which also has constant S con-�gurations, �nds very similar observing pressure on each of its four con�gurations, though thelowest resolution array has been slightly more oversubscribed than the other con�gurations forthe last several years. While there are more sources which can be detected from the compactarrays, it will take longer to detect the fewer sources in the large arrays, so array use sort ofbalances out.Many observers will simply take the natural resolution of the array con�guration theyobserved in. An extreme case of this is the observation of a point source, which can be2



Symbol What it Means Guess the NumbersArray DesignNa Number of Antennas 36Da Diameter of Antennas 10mNc Number of Con�gurations 2-12S Resolution scale factor 2-100between adjacent con�gurationsN� Number of Ants that don't move 3between adjacent con�gurationsbmax Size of the largest array 3000 mfmin Filling factor of compact array 0.4Nt Number of Transporters 3CostsCa cost of a fully out�tted antenna $3.55MCp cost of an antenna pad $40kCc cost of cabling to a pad $10kCt cost of one transporter $1Mnw number of workers to move antenna 4Cw cost of worker for 1 hour $20Crt cost to run and maintain the $200transporter per moveCm cost to move one antenna nw tmCw + CrtOperational Assumptionstm Time required to move one antenna 2 hourtw Time each day available for outdoor work 10 hourfr Fraction of total recon�guration 0.5which is not science-usable� Angular resolution�(�) Density of angular resolutions (see below)from array observing pressuref� fraction of time con�guration 0.0 or 0.5requires no tapering (�) distribution of array sensitivity (see below)considering tapering�o observing e�ciency: how muchsensitivity is lost to tapering?�r recon�guring e�ciency: how muchsensitivity is lost to recon�guring?�t total e�ciency �o�r3



observed in any con�guration large enough to avoid confusion. So, one component of thedensity of required resolutions is a set of delta functions at the full resolution of each arraybeing considered.However, sources which are not point sources have a maximum resolution at which theymay be pro�tably observed. The astronomer is playing o� resolution and brightness sensitivity.The resolution of one array may not be high enough to see what the astronomer needs to see,but the brightness sensitivity of the next larger array may not be high enough to permit theastronomer to see anything. Hence, in addition to the set of delta functions, there is also acontinuous component of the density of required resolutions. Most observers who take an array'snatural resolution (ie, the delta function crowd) are actually part of this continuous distribution,but allow themselves to be lumped into the delta function out of convenience. They mightactually bene�t from slightly higher resolution or slightly higher brightness sensitivity (andlower resolution), but there is no array con�guration which can provide this, so they take thenearest con�guration.And �nally, there are people who absolutely need images at non-standard resolutions. Onefundamental analysis method used in millimeter astronomy is comparing lines of di�erentmolecular species, or di�erent transitions of the same molecular species. In general, these willbe at di�erent frequencies and hence di�erent resolutions. While the VLA was designed to bescalable for multi-frequency comparisons (ie, spectral index maps between 15 GHz in C array,5 GHz in B array and 1.4 GHz in A array), the number of speci�c frequencies and resolutionswhich are important to the MMA is too large to optimize the con�gurations for just a few.Rather, we need to accept that astronomers will be making images of arbitrary resolution, andwill have to taper sometimes to get the resolution they require.We assume that some fraction of observations, f�, will require no tapering (the delta func-tion crowd), and the remaining observations for the ith con�guration will have a requiredresolution distribution of �i(�) = ((Nc � 1) lnS)�1��1: (4)The factor ((Nc � 1) lnS)�1 normalizes �i(�) for the coordinate convention that � = 1 is thenatural resolution of the array and S is the resolution scaling factor between arrays, or themost one would ever taper. This expression considers all resolutions greater than the resolutionof the most compact con�guration. The most compact con�guration will also require tapering,but since the con�guration is constrained by the close packing, there are no options open toconsideration, and it should not be included in this optimization attempt.One complication arises in the case of extreme tapering (ie, by more than a factor ofS0:5). Imagine we are comparing two di�erent line maps, and we want to make the resolutionsidentical. Further imagine that to get the same resolution in the second line as we have in the�rst, we need to observe in the B array and taper almost all the way back to the C array. From asensitivity point of view, it is actually much more advantageous to observe the second line in theC array and just mildly taper the �rst line map. Of course, the case becomes more complicatedwhen more than two lines are included in the astrophysical analysis and an extreme taperingevent (ETE) cannot always be avoided. However, for calculational purposes, lets assume thatmost extreme tapering events can be avoided, and that we only need to consider tapering upto Sp where p is 0.5. Then we only consider �i(�) between normalized � of 1 and Sp for each4



con�guration, and the new normalized form of �i(�) is given by�i(�) = ((Nc � 1)p ln(S))�1��1: (5)3.3 Sensitivity after TaperingI argued in MMA Memo 156 (Holdaway, 1996) that since tapering would be so important forthe MMA, we should design each con�guration such that it performed optimally with respectto tapering, losing a minimum of sensitivity. Filled arrays meet this requirement, while ring-like arrays, with their more uniform Fourier plane coverage, lose more sensitivity when taperedto a given resolution. Since then, imaging simulations (Holdaway, unpublished; Morita, inpreparation) indicate that ring arrays provide superior imaging quality in spite of their largesidelobes. However, the superior imaging quality is not due to the ring array's \uniform"Fourier plane coverage, but due to the fact that the ring array has much shorter shortestbaselines than the �lled array (and quite a lot of them, too), and the image quality in thesimulations is being dominated by the very short baseline distribution. At this point, I amready to move ahead with ring-like arrays, though there are investigators who still favor �lledarrays (Kogan, 1997). Recently, Kogan (private communication) has produced arrays whichare fat rings, or donut arrays. They produce a partially tapered Fourier plane distribution, andso will lose less sensitivity upon tapering than the pure ring-like, uniform coverage arrays. Theapproach taken in this memo is more global: to design the entire set of array con�gurations toperform optimally with respect to tapering.For a ring-like array with approximately uniform Fourier plane coverage, increasing theresolution by a factor a will require tapering, leaving a fraction of a�2 of the visibilities. Sincethe sensitivity is proportional to the square root of the number of visibilities, the residualsensitivity after tapering will be proportional to a�1. Hence, we de�ne the sensitivity function,intended for use between a tapered resolution � between 1 and S: (�) = ��1: (6)3.4 Observing SensitivityWe now de�ne the normalized observing sensitivity, integrated over all resolutions between thenatural resolution of the largest and the smallest con�guration, based on the above considera-tions as �o = f� + (1� f�)Nc�1Xi=1 Z Sp1 �(�) (�)d� (7)= f� + (1� f�)Nc�1Xi=1 ((Nc � 1)p ln(S))�1 Z Sp1 ��2d� (8)= f� + (1� f�)(p ln(S))�1(1� (S)�p) (9)= f� + (1� f�)�Nc � 1p lnR ��1� R�p=(Nc�1)� (10)If everyone were happy with the natural resolution of the array con�guration, f� would be 1,and �o would be 1. Table 1 considers the case were R = 45 (ie, 3000 m/(.7 � 95 m) ) f� = 05



Nc �o12 0.9210 0.908 0.886 0.835 0.804 0.743 0.642 0.45Table 1: Observing e�ciency �o as a function of number of con�gurations Nc assuming R =45 and f� = 0 (nobody doesn't taper).(nobody doesn't taper), but with tapers only out to S0:5 (ie, p = 0:5), for a variety of Nc.Hence, to get as much as 0.80 of the sensitivity of the MMA when observers always taperedwith a distribution like �(�) = ��1, you would need 6 di�erent array con�gurations. Or, withthe 4 proposed MMA con�gurations, you end up with 0.70 of the sensitivity. We remind herethat the observing e�ciency depends strongly on f�.4 Recon�guration E�ciency and Con�guration Costs4.1 Time Lost to Recon�gurationFor recon�guring the array, we assume:� tm, the time to move one antenna, is 1 hr (see MMA Memo 147, Holdaway and Owen1996).� tw, the time available each day for outdoor work, is 10 hr.� we will be in each of the Nc con�gurations twice a year.� some of the time spent recon�guring will permit useful science. However, sensitivity willbe lost while antennas sit during the day, after they have been moved and before pointingand baseline determinations have been made at night. Also, we assume that the scienti�cdemand for the oddly con�gured hybrid array may not be 100%. Lumping all thesefactors together, we assume that a fraction fr of the time spent during recon�gurationwill not be useful for scienti�c purposes.Then the time lost to the array, in days per year, will be about2Nc(Na �N�)tmfr=(Nttw); (11)and the normalized recon�guration e�ciency �r is given by�r = (1�Nc(Na �N�)tmfr=(365Nttw))0:5 (12)6



4.2 Costs of Recon�gurationIn the cost-bene�t analysis, we sum the monetary costs of recon�guring and trade the money forantennas. We can then ask if it is better to have a few more antennas and fewer con�gurations,or more con�gurations and somewhat fewer antennas.The monetary cost to move one antenna is estimated to beCm = nwtmCw + Crt; (13)so the cost to move Na �N� antennas through Nc con�gurations in a year will beNc(Na �N�)(nwtmCw + Crt): (14)Meanwhile, the cost of making the con�gurations will beNc(Na �N�)(Cp + Cc): (15)Now, since operating expenses and capital costs will come from di�erent sources for the MMA,we can't really trade one o� against the other. But for the cost-bene�t analysis, lets add upthe move costs for a 20 year period. Then the total cost of the con�gurations plus moves willbe Nc(Na �N�) (20(nwtmCw + Crt) + (Cp + Cc)) (16)5 ResultsWe have calculated the various e�ciencies subject to both tapering and recon�guration fornumbers of con�gurations Nc ranging from 2 to 12, for 36 10 m antennas, assuming f� = 0:5(see Table 2). Even for a very large number of con�gurations, the e�ciency lost to recon�guringthe array is negligibly small, and it would seem that the choice would be to make manycon�gurationsWe have also calculated the additional costs that extra con�gurations impact upon thearray. Under our assumptions, the extra costs are linear with the number of con�gurations,and are equivalent to 1.57 antennas per con�guration. In order to compare Nc = 6 on an equalfooting with Nc = 4, we must keep the total cost of the two options equal; in other words,we must take the $10M which was spent on the two extra con�gurations out of the antennabudget, implying we building 3 fewer antennas and our sensitivity is down. To reect this, wecorrect the total e�ciency of the 6 con�guration option by (Na � 3)=Na. This corrected totale�ciency is reported as ��t in Table 2.We plot both the total e�ciency and the corrected total e�ciency for the f� = 0:5 case inFigure 1, and for the f� = 0 case in Figure 2. Most remarkably, the results do not come out toodi�erently from the presumed Nc = 4 option. In the f� = 0:5 case, the optimal Nc is about 5,but 4 and 6 are also extremely close to the optimal ��t . If a larger fraction of the observationswill require tapering, ie, if f� = 0, the optimal number of con�gurations will shift upwards toabout Nc = 8, but even in this case, the Nc = 4 case is still just about 7% below the optimal��t . References7



Nc �o �r �t Con�g Moving Total Lost ��tCost Cost Cost Antennas[M$] [M$] [M$]2 0.72 0.99 0.72 3.3 1.0 4.3 -1.2 0.743 0.82 0.99 0.81 5.0 1.4 6.4 -0.6 0.834 0.87 0.99 0.86 6.6 1.9 8.5 0.0 0.865 0.90 0.98 0.88 8.2 2.4 10.6 0.6 0.876 0.92 0.98 0.90 9.9 2.9 12.8 1.2 0.877 0.93 0.98 0.91 11.6 3.3 14.9 1.8 0.868 0.94 0.98 0.91 13.2 3.8 17.0 2.4 0.859 0.94 0.97 0.92 14.8 4.3 19.1 3.0 0.8410 0.95 0.97 0.92 16.5 4.8 21.3 3.6 0.8311 0.96 0.97 0.92 18.1 5.2 23.4 4.2 0.8212 0.96 0.96 0.92 19.8 5.7 25.5 4.8 0.80Table 2: E�ciencies and costs for various numbers of array con�gurations assuming f� = 0:5.Nc �o �r �t Con�g Moving Total Lost ��tCost Cost Cost Antennas[M$] [M$] [M$]2 0.45 0.99 0.44 3.3 1.0 4.3 -1.2 0.463 0.64 0.99 0.64 5.0 1.4 6.4 -0.6 0.654 0.74 0.99 0.73 6.6 1.9 8.5 0.0 0.735 0.80 0.98 0.78 8.2 2.4 10.6 0.6 0.776 0.83 0.98 0.82 9.9 2.9 12.8 1.2 0.797 0.86 0.98 0.84 11.6 3.3 14.9 1.8 0.808 0.88 0.98 0.85 13.2 3.8 17.0 2.4 0.809 0.89 0.97 0.87 14.8 4.3 19.1 3.0 0.7910 0.90 0.97 0.87 16.5 4.8 21.3 3.6 0.7911 0.91 0.97 0.88 18.1 5.2 23.4 4.2 0.7812 0.92 0.96 0.88 19.8 5.7 25.5 4.8 0.77Table 3: E�ciencies and costs for various numbers of array con�gurations assuming f� = 0:0.8
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Figure 1: Total e�ciency (dash) and corrected total e�ciency (solid) for the f� = 0:5 case.
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Figure 2: Total e�ciency (dash) and corrected total e�ciency (solid) for the f� = 0 case.
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